Abstract: Problem statement: Combinational circuits are used in computers for generating binary control decisions and for providing digital components for data processing. Approach: The use of combinational circuits and logic gates to control other circuits was discussed. Different systems that use logic gates, multiplexers, decoders and encoders to control different circuits were presented. This study presented a design and implementation of some combinational circuits such as a decoder, an encoder, a multiplexer, a bus system and read/write memory operations. Results: When we connected some types of combinational circuits to the inputs/outputs of digital circuit, these combinational circuits can help us to manage and flow a different types of control signals through a large digital circuit. Conclusion: Many combinational circuits had a good function which can be used for controlling different parts of any digital system and they produce a suitable way to transfer a control signals between different digital components of any large digital system.
INTRODUCTION
Logic circuits for digital systems may be combinational or sequential. A combinational circuit consists of logic gates whose outputs at any time are determined from the present combination of inputs. A combinational circuit performs an operation that can be specified logically by a set of Boolean functions. Sequential circuits such as registers, counters and memories employ storage elements in addition to logic gates. Their outputs are a function of the inputs and the state of the storage elements. The state of storage elements, in turn, is a function of previous inputs. As a consequence, the outputs of a sequential circuit depend not only on present values of inputs, but also on past inputs and the circuit behavior must be specified by a time sequence of inputs and internal states.
A combinational circuit consists of input variables, logic gates and output variables. The logic gates accept signals from the inputs and generate signals to the outputs. This process transforms binary information from the given input data to a required output data. There are several combinational circuits that are employed extensively in the design of digital systems. These circuits are available in integrated circuits and are classified as standard components. They perform specific digital functions commonly needed in the design of digital systems.
Some combinational circuits, such as decoders, encoders and multiplexers, can be used to control other devices such as decoder circuits [1, 2] , three-state buffers [3, 4] , register circuits [3] , bus circuits, read / write memory operations [5] and others. Decoder and other combinational circuits can be used in mobile system, wireless networks and can be applied for other related communication systems [6, 7] . Decoder logic is essential for control units and memories [8] .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Here, we use a simple control unit [3, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] to generate control signals, which can be used to control different devices illustrated in our examples. The control unit contains an Instruction Register (IR) to store the instruction code which is read from memory, (4×16) decoder to decode a 4-bit operation code, having only one output (control signal) active at any given time (either D 0 or D 1 or …or D 15 ) and some control logic gates.
We can use a multiplexer to control a register circuit. For example, we use two multiplexers to control a 2-bit register constructed from two D flip-flops as seen in Fig. 1 . This register circuit is controlled by a common selection line of multiplexers (LD): This situation is shown in Table 1 A decoder, an encoder and a multiplexer can be used to control some transfers through a bus system. Suppose, for example, it is required to perform the following four transfers through the bus system constructed from multiplexers: Figure 2 shows the bus system and the control of the required transfers. In this example, the operation code for the first transfer is (0001), for the second is (0010), for the third is (0011), for the fourth is (0100) and the other operation codes are for other operations in the system. If the operation code is (0001), then D 1 will be active out of the (4×16) decoder, S 0 and S 1 will be equal (00) out of the (4×2) encoder, RA will be transferred to the bus lines, the LD input of RB will be active out of the (2×4) decoder, RB will receive information from the bus lines and the first transfer is performed (D 1 : RB ← RA). All other transfers will be performed in the same manner as shown in Table 2 . Data items to be stored (write) in memory or which are retrieved (read) from memory to be used in calculation are sent along the data bus. The address in which that data item is to be stored, or from which it is to be retrieved, is sent along the address bus. All activity within the microcomputer, including the storage and retrieval of data items, is initiated by the microprocessor but managed by the control bus. It is the responsibility of the control bus, for example, to switch the direction of travel on the data bus depending on whether a data item is to be stored or retrieved from memory.
For controlling purposes, we can use two decoders for write to memory and read from memory operations as shown in Fig. 3 . In this example, we have a memory unit of 64 locations, each location of 8 bits, constructed from flip-flops with a 6-bit address bus. Here, if the operation code is (0101), then D 5 will be active out of the (4×16) decoder. D 5 is connected to the enable input of Decoder1 for the write to memory operation and D 6 is connected to the enable input of Decoder2 for the read operation through three-state buffers. This situation is shown in Table 3 . The implementation of these instructions is seen in Fig. 4 . The conditions necessary to set the required control input of PC are shown in Table 4 .
RESULTS
Some combinational circuits such as a decoder, an encoder and a multiplexer were used to control other devices:
• Using multiplexers to control the load operation of a register • Using a decoder, an encoder and a multiplexer to control some transfers through the bus system • Using two decoders to control the read and write operations on memory • Using some logic gates to control the INR and CLR inputs of a register
DISCUSSION
This study tries to focus on the usefulness of some common combinational circuits (i.e., a decoder, an encoder and a multiplexer) in controlling many different components and operations (register, memory, bus, and execution of instructions) of a digital computer. Through Fig.1 to Fig. 4 , a novel suggestion of hardware connections between a set of decoders, encoders and multiplexers with different components in a digital computer is presented. These connections helped the system generate many control signals to perform different operations. This demonstration sheds light on the importance of these combinational circuits in control. We recommend employing these combinational circuits in controlling other components of computer systems (like the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU), input/output units, etc.) and communication systems.
CONCLUSION
In this study, a small architecture of decoder, encoder and multiplexer for register, bus system and memory operations was presented. We conclude that the use of these combinational circuits can help the designer of the digital computers to generate different types of digital signals for controlling many components in the digital computer.
